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PrivateFly: Our story



PrivateFly – About us
• Launched in 2008 

• Part of Directional Aviation ($2bn turnover / 2,500  
employees)

• On-demand private jet charter & jet cards 

• Arrange private flights globally – on aircraft of all 
sizes 

• Family fleet + a network of safety-accredited aircraft 
operators

• Combining innovative tech & passionate people







About me

• Aviation career began with the Edinburgh University Air Squadron 

• 10 years in the RAF, flying the C-130 Hercules for 47 Squadron 

• Moved into private aviation flying the Citation XLS for NetJets 

• Midlife gamble to sell the house & launch PrivateFly 

• Sold to Directional Aviation but remain as CEO 





Ways to fly by private jet



Ways to travel by private jet

Full ownership
Acquire the aircraft 
•  Total freedom and flexibility  
• Significant ongoing costs 

Fractional ownership
Own a share of the aircraft
•  3 to 5 years commitment
• Initial large payment + annual fees

Jet card program
Prepay private jet time
•  Lower than market average fixed rates
• Initial 25hr payment then hassle-free

On-demand charter
Book an aircraft for a specific trip
•  Pay as you go
• Freedom & schedule flexibility



Signature Flight Support T1 – Luton Airport

The day of the flight



Current user trends



Our passengers in Q3 2020 (Jul – Sep 20)



How long does it take to book a flight?

With so much uncertainty around travel 
restrictions, departures were more short notice than 
ever before, with over half of clients flying within a 
week of booking.



 

Our top aircraft models in Q3 2020
1) Citation XLS+ (8 seats) 2) Citation CJ2 / CJ2 + (6/7 seats) 3) Citation Mustang (4 seats)

5) Legacy 600 (13 seats)4) Embraer Phenom 300 (8 seats) (8 6) Nextant XT / XTi (6/7 seats)



Our approach to safety & 
service



Certifying our network: 
Managing the risk

• Safety is all about managing the risk involved with a 
certain task and reducing it to as low a level as is 
reasonably acceptable.

• At PrivateFly, we have reduced risk, by setting our 
standards; certifying the operators that we engage 
with; and by continuously monitoring them.

• Currently we have 200 operators within our certified 
network.



What our certification 
process involves

 Air Operator Certificate (AOC)

 Insurance certificates for the aircraft

 Consider the experience of the flight crew 
they use

 Consider the company culture, towards 
Safety/risk factors

 Consider company culture to maintenance 
aspects of their fleet



Safety never sleeps!

• If issues arise, we work with the operator to understand and 
investigate the problem.

• If no solution can be found or the solution is unsatisfactory to 
PrivateFly, we will no longer use the operator. Hence ensuring our 
network standards are maintained.

• Due to the nature of private jet travel, the destinations that our 
clients request are often remote and challenging. PrivateFly 
works with the operators to ensure that the flight can be 
conducted with as little risk to passenger and crew as possible. 
This dual risk management approach to flights ensures that our 
client’s safety is not compromised.



What do clients say?



COVID-19 & PrivateFly -
The year so far



Average of 3+ hours saved per flight leg versus commercial flights

Avoid queues and crowds, in the air and on the ground

Reaching 10 times more airports (5,000 vs 500: in Europe) than 
commercial flights

Time saving

Privacy & control

Get closer

Unrivalled flexibility Fly when you want, make changes to your itinerary after booking

Why do people fly private?



Private aviation 
in the age of 
COVID-19

• Strong appeal in a pandemic vs. airlines 

• Avoid crowds in the cabin and at the airport 

• 700 airline touchpoints vs. 20 on a private flight 

• McKinsey study: "90% of those who can afford to fly private chose not to "

• Many new entrants & existing users flying more often



The impact of 
COVID-19



Get in touch

www.privatefly.com
enquiries@privatefly.com
+44 (0)20 7100 6960



Questions?


